Introduction {#sec1}
============

Gas hydrates are solid crystals consisting of a hydrogen-bonded water network that is stabilized by incorporated guest molecules, such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide, or methane. Gas hydrates form at high pressures and low temperatures. In fields, where these conditions prevail, for example, gas gathering and conveyance, the prevention of unwanted formation of gas hydrates is of special interest as it can lead to pipeline blockage or destruction. For that reason, a wide variety of substances that impede the onset of gas hydrate formation, called inhibitors, were reviewed.^[@ref1]^ One group of inhibitors are thermodynamic inhibitors. They weaken the hydrogen-bonded network in the water-rich liquid phase before hydrate formation, leading to a shift of the gas hydrate formation conditions to lower temperature and higher pressure. To ensure safe operating conditions of pipelines, it is important to correctly estimate the temperature suppression that inhibitors induce in the system. The temperature suppression is the difference in temperature between the equilibrium temperature of gas hydrate formation without and with an inhibitor present. Many researchers have given correlations for temperature suppression in the literature: One of the first was proposed by Hammerschmidt^[@ref2]^ and is similar to the calculation of freezing point depression. It assumes that the temperature suppression is proportional to the weight fraction of the inhibitor in the aqueous phase. It is a good estimation for the temperature suppression of the thermodynamic inhibitors, methanol and glycol, but has to be modified for salts. An estimation for hydrate temperature suppression caused by salts was given by McCain.^[@ref3]^ This correlation is based on the gas specific gravity and the salt weight fraction. It gives good estimations for salinities smaller than 20 wt %, but the major drawback is that it does not account for the salt species. Especially the charge of the ions plays an essential role in the modification of the hydrogen-bonded network in the aqueous phase. Another correlation for predicting hydrate suppression temperatures was developed by Yousif and Young.^[@ref4]^ They expressed the hydrate suppression temperature as an empirical third-order polynomial, which is a function of the total mole fraction of the hydrate inhibitor in solution. The total mole fraction is calculated via the apparent molecular weight of salt in solution with salts. This is a function of the degree of ionization, which is different for different salts. However, Østergaard et al.^[@ref5]^ indicated that the correlation shows inaccuracies when tested on independent experimental data. Recently Hu et al.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ established a universal correlation for the lowering of equilibrium temperature of gas hydrates by thermodynamic inhibitors. They showed that , where *T*~0~ is the equilibrium temperature without the inhibitor and *T* is the equilibrium temperature with the inhibitor, can be correlated with the effective mole fraction *X* = ∑~*i*=ions~\|*z*~*i*~\|*x*~*i*~, where *z*~*i*~ is the charge of the dissolved salt ions and *x*~*i*~ is their mole fraction. We here analyze if the effective mole fraction can also be correlated with the properties of the liquid water-rich phase that lead to the depression of the equilibrium temperature. The properties of the liquid water-rich phase studied include the weakening of the hydrogen-bonded network \[reaction enthalpy between strongly and weakly hydrogen-bonded (shb and whb) water molecules\] and the solubility of carbon dioxide.

Another widely discussed topic in gas hydrate research is whether salts influence the kinetics of hydrate formation. Woo et al.^[@ref8]^ studied the formation of R22 gas hydrates in NaCl and MgCl~2~ brines. In their experiments, both the growth constant and the overall gas uptake were significantly influenced by the presence of salts. This is in accordance with the work of Moeini^[@ref9]^ et al. who also found the overall gas uptake for CO~2~ gas hydrates highly influenced by dissolved NaCl. On the other hand, Abay et al.,^[@ref10]^ who studied the formation of different synthetic natural gases, state that the kinetics of hydrate formation are not influenced by additives but only depend on the gas species. This is consistent with the work of Farhang et al.,^[@ref11]^ who found the growth rate of CO~2~ gas hydrates with the addition of different sodium halides only slightly influenced. To contribute further insight into this dissent, we analyzed the influence of the hydrate formation inhibitors on the kinetics of hydrate formation and the amount of solid hydrates formed.

Materials and Experimental Section {#sec2}
==================================

The experiments were conducted with deionized water with a conductivity of less than 10 μS/cm, sodium chloride (NaCl, Alfa Aesar, optical grade), potassium chloride (KCl, Merck, Reag. Ph Eur), magnesium chloride (MgCl~2~, Merck, ACS), calcium chloride (CaCl~2~, Merck, ACS), and carbon dioxide (CO~2~, Linde, molar purity 99.5%). For every salt concentration investigated, 100 mL of the corresponding solution was prepared with an analytical balance type ABJ-NM from Kern.

A sketch of the experimental setup is given in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. It can be divided into two parts: the Raman sensor head and the high-pressure view cell. The identical experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere, and only a brief description is given here.^[@ref12]^

![Sketch of the experimental setup consisting of the Raman sensor head with beam paths of excitation and the Raman signal and the high-pressure view cell; DCM stands for dichroic mirror and LPF stands for long pass filter.](jp-2018-110406_0001){#fig1}

The high-pressure view cell has four optical accesses and screw fittings for filling and emptying. For pressurization with CO~2~, it is connected to a syringe pump. Temperature and pressure are monitored and recorded continuously throughout the experiment. The temperature is measured with a PT100 thermocouple class AA with a resolution of 0.05 K and an uncertainty of 0.12 K for the temperature range investigated. A pressure sensor type PAA-33X from Keller with a precision of 0.01 MPa (according to manufacturer specification) was used to monitor the pressure.

At the beginning of the experiment, the cell is flushed with CO~2~. Afterward, 20 mL of the water/salt solution is filled into the cell, the pressure is set to 6 MPa by adding excess CO~2~, and the temperature is set to 286 K. Under these conditions, a liquid CO~2~-rich phase forms on top of a liquid water-rich phase, where all salt is dissolved in the liquid water-rich phase. Agitation with a magnet stick inside the chamber assures equilibration between the two phases (dissolution of CO~2~ into the water-rich solution). As soon as the recorded Raman spectra indicate no further change, meaning that the intensity ratio of the Raman signals of CO~2~ and water is constant, equilibrium is reached. Then, the stirred system is cooled from 286 K at a rate of 3 K/h to a temperature, which is 1 K above the freezing temperature for the respective salinity. The freezing temperature was estimated using Blagden's law like in a previous work.^[@ref13]^ This corresponds to a subcooling (difference between the equilibrium temperature of hydrate formation and the set temperature) of all experiments between 9 and 9.5 K. When the final set temperature is reached, it takes between 1 and 7 h until spontaneous hydrate nucleation starts, and 30 min after that, no further hydrate is formed. This point is identified by no further changes in the shape of the Raman signal of the OH-stretching vibration. We refer to this as the end of hydrate formation.

The light source for the Raman sensor is a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser-type 532-250-AC from CNI that emits light with a wavelength of 532 nm and 250 mW. The beam is coupled with a fiber into the sensor head, where the divergent beam is collimated with a lens. Then, the beam hits a dichroic mirror (DCM), which is reflective for green light but transmittable for light with larger wavelengths. The beam is focused into the cell where light is scattered elastically and inelastically. The length of the measuring volume is approximately 5 mm (depth of field) and has a diameter of 0.2 mm. The inelastically scattered Raman signal is collected in a backscattering way. The signal can pass the DCM and is focused onto a fiber, which guides the light to a spectrometer QE65Pro from Ocean Optics, with an optical resolution of ∼15 cm^--1^. During each experiment, Raman spectra are gathered continuously from the start of cooling till the end of hydrate formation with an integration time of 1 s each and an acquisition rate of 1 spectrum/second. Every experiment was repeated three times. The error bars presented in the section [Results and Discussion](#sec3){ref-type="other"} are the standard deviations from the repetition of measurements.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Evaluating the Water-Stretching Vibration {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------

The Raman signal of the stretching vibration of water, here referred to as the OH-stretching vibration, is well-known to be dependent on the development of hydrogen bonds.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ It can be used to measure properties that influence the development of hydrogen bonds, such as temperature,^[@ref16]^ density, composition of a water-containing liquid mixture,^[@ref17]^ or the presence of hydrophobic surfaces.^[@ref18]^ The Raman spectrum of the OH-stretching vibration of liquid water is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a for different mass fractions of dissolved magnesium chloride at a temperature of 280 K. All spectra are normalized to the integral of the Raman spectrum, or in other words, to their area. All spectra intersect at a Raman shift of 3337 cm^--1^, the isosbestic point for the investigated systems. In the following, the region from 2800 to 3337 cm^--1^ will be referred to as the left shoulder and the region from 3337 to 3800 cm^--1^ as the right shoulder of the Raman spectrum of the OH-stretching vibration of water.

![(a) Area-normalized Raman spectra of the OH-stretching vibration of liquid water from MgCl~2~/water solutions at *p* = 6 MPa and *T* = 280 K. (b) decomposition of the Raman spectrum into five Gaussian peaks, (c) bisecting the Raman spectrum at the isosbestic point.](jp-2018-110406_0002){#fig2}

As the mass fraction of salt in the solution increases, the intensity of the right shoulder increases while the intensity of the left shoulder decreases. To explain this behavior, we can use a simplifying model of the water-rich phase that acts on the assumption of water molecules in two different states: shb water molecules and whb water molecules. Using that terminology, "weak" and "strong" applies to the number of hydrogen bonds a water molecule engages with its neighboring water molecules. It does not refer to the strength of one specific hydrogen bond. Accordingly, the left shoulder of the OH-stretching vibration can be attributed to shb water molecules and the right shoulder to whb water molecules. Consequently, the shape of the OH-stretching vibration is a measure for the development of the hydrogen-bonded network in water and thus is sensitive to influences that alter the hydrogen-bonded network, such as temperature or, as depicted in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, salinity.

The alteration of the shape of the OH-stretching vibration generated by the salt can be explained as follows: Salt is dissolved in water by the formation of a hydration shell of water molecules around the charged salt ions. The interaction of salt ions and water is governed by Coulombic forces, which are much stronger than the interaction of two water molecules that interact via hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the hydrogen-bonded network is disturbed, meaning that more water molecules are whb.

To quantify the change of shape of the OH-stretching vibration, the van't Hoff behavior can be utilized

In the classic approach, the van't Hoff equation describes an equilibrium reaction, in which *k* is the equilibrium constant, *T* is the temperature, *R* is the universal gas constant, and Δ~R~*h*^0^ is the standard molar reaction enthalpy. There are different opinions in the literature as how to use this equation in relation to the temperature-dependent shape of the OH-stretching vibration of water.

Some take the existence of an isosbestic point as an indication for equilibrium between two components, here, shb and whb water molecules.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ Others state that this behavior arises from a continuous thermally equilibrated distribution.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ The first group usually decomposes the spectrum typically into five Gaussian peaks (some use a different number of peaks), which can be assigned to different local hydrogen bondings, referring to the interaction of one water molecule with its neighbors. This method is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. Afterward, the intensity of shb water molecules is the sum of the first two peaks (whose central wavenumbers are left to the isosbestic point) and the one of whb water molecules is the sum of the three peaks with higher Raman shifts (whose central wavenumbers are right to the isosbestic point).^[@ref23]^

A variation of that method is to build the ratio between two peaks, for example, Peak 1 and Peak 5, , as Peak 1 is assigned to fully hydrogen-bonded water molecules and Peak 5 to non-hydrogen-bonded water molecules.^[@ref24]^

The second group objects and holds the opinion that the decomposition of the spectrum into peaks is unjustified as there are no distinct populations.^[@ref21]^ Nevertheless, according to them, the spectrum can be divided at an arbitrary point, and the ratio of the two areas will give the difference in the average energy between the two subensembles of shb and whb water molecules.^[@ref22]^ This method is illustrated in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c.

When fitting the OH-stretching with five Gaussians ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), the choice of the initial parameters and their limits will affect the results greatly. A Gaussian peak *g*(ν̅~R~) is represented by the formulawith three free parameters, the height *h*, the standard deviation σ, and the central Raman shift ν̅~R,central~. Consequently, as there are 5 peaks, there are 15 parameters for each fit. If all of them are left free for each fit, the residual of the fit is very small, although the smooth change of the OH-stretching vibration with temperature is not represented by a smooth change in the intensities of the five peaks with temperature. On the contrary, if two parameters for each Gaussian are set, the choice of the right values that are feasible for all spectra at different temperatures and salinities is difficult. Inappropriate values lead to a smooth change in the intensities of the peaks with temperature but high residuals of the fit. For that reason, we performed our fit in the following way: All parameters were left free, but the central Raman shifts for the five peaks and their respective standard deviation had to be the same for all spectra, whereas the height of the peaks is individual for each spectrum. [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} lists the results of the fit, which are in good agreement with the spectra in the investigated temperature and salinity range. The peak fitting was performed with a custom program written in Matlab R2017b.

###### Wavenumbers of the Central Raman Shift and Standard Deviations of the Five Fitted Gaussian Peaks of the Decomposed OH-Stretching Vibration

  peak number   central Raman shift ν̅~R,central~/cm^--1^   standard deviation σ/cm^--1^
  ------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------
  I             3079.8                                     100.7
  II            3220.2                                     84.0
  III           3411.5                                     100.1
  IV            3493.9                                     76.6
  V             3622.3                                     52.2

The values of the molar reaction enthalpy calculated are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Δ~R~*h*^0^ is negative for all salt concentrations. Depending on whether the equilibrium constant is defined as or vice versa, negative or positive values result. Here, it is the ratio of shb water molecules and whb water molecules. Thus, it can be concluded that the enthalpy of shb water molecules is less than that of whb water molecules. This is expected, as the potential energy of shb water molecules is smaller than that of whb water molecules because of the higher development of hydrogen bonds. With increasing salinity, the absolute value of Δ~R~*h*^0^ decreases, as water molecules form a hydration shell around salt ions, and the hydrogen-bonded network is weakened. In previous studies^[@ref12],[@ref25]^ of sodium chloride solutions, it was shown that Δ~R~*h*^0^ shows a linear correlation with the mass fraction of dissolved NaCl. In our results presented here for different salts, it can be seen that Δ~R~*h*^0^ correlates well with the effective mole fraction for all four different salts. This shows that the weakening is not only influenced by the amount of salt in the solution but also by the charge of the respective salt. The size of the cations seems to play a minor role as this property is not considered in the effective mole fraction, and no significant difference between cations in the same group of the periodic table can be detected.

![(a) Standard molar enthalpy Δ~R~*h*^0^ as a function of the effective mole fraction for the decomposition of the spectrum into five Gaussians peaks (squares) and bisecting at the isosbestic point (circles). (b) Standard molar enthalpy Δ~R~*h*^0^ normalized to the standard molar enthalpy of water Δ~R~*h*~water~^0^ as a function of the effective mole fraction for decomposing the spectrum into five Gaussian peaks (squares) and dividing the spectrum at the isosbestic point (circles).](jp-2018-110406_0003){#fig3}

[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a compares the values of Δ~R~*h*^0^calculated with the two methods: decomposition into five Gaussians (according to [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) and bisecting at the isosbestic point (according to [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). The two methods provide different absolute values but show the same trend. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows Δ~R~*h*^0^ scaled to the respective value of pure water Δ~R~*h*~water~^0^. For that, both methods result in the same relation: the molar reaction enthalpy decreases linearly with the effective mole fraction to approximately 70% of the one without salt for an effective mole fraction of 0.08.

This result suggests that using the OH-stretching vibration and van't Hoff's relation is not suitable for determining a specific value of Δ~R~*h*^0^ for a hydrogen bond. However, it is applicable for a qualitative prediction of the development of the hydrogen-bonded network in an aqueous solution.

As the molar reaction enthalpy Δ~R~*h*^0^ correlates well with the effective mole fraction and as the depression of the hydrate equilibrium temperature in the form can also be correlated with this quantity,^[@ref6]^ we correlated with the hydrate equilibrium dissociation temperatures shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The hydrate equilibrium dissociation temperatures were calculated with the relation given from Hu et al.^[@ref6]^

![Standard molar enthalpy Δ~R~*h*^0^ normalized to the standard molar enthalpy of water Δ~R~*h*~water~^0^ as a function of the equilibrium dissociation temperatures *T*~dissociation~ of hydrate.](jp-2018-110406_0004){#fig4}

It can be seen that the relative molar reaction enthalpy correlates well with the equilibrium dissociation temperature *T*~dissociation~. With that, we show that the depression of the equilibrium dissociation temperature is a result of the weakening of the hydrogen-bonded network from the addition of salt.

Evaluation of the Solubility of CO~2~ {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------

In a previous work,^[@ref13]^ we showed that in a CO~2~ and water mixture, the ratio of the Raman signal of CO~2~ and water in the liquid water-rich phase is directly proportional to the amount of CO~2~ dissolved in the liquid water-rich phase and the amount of water contained in the water-rich liquid phasewith *a* being the proportionality constant.

To determine the constant *a*, we measured the intensity ratio at conditions with known solubility values from the literature.^[@ref26]−[@ref28]^ The exact values from calibration are given in the supporting information of a previous paper,^[@ref13]^ with which the proportionality constant was calculated to be *a* = 2.76.

[Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows the molar ratio of CO~2~ and water in aqueous MgCl~2~ solutions with temperature. The data were gathered during the cooling period (temperature ramp of 3 K/h). It can be seen that the solubility of CO~2~ increases with decreasing temperature because the solvation of CO~2~ in water is exothermic.^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ As the solubility decreases linearly with approximately the same slope for the temperature range investigated, [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b shows only the solubility at a temperature of *T* = 286 K for reasons of clarity. The solubility for different effective mole fractions is scaled to the solubility of CO~2~ in water without salt *S*~0~.

![(a) Solubility of CO~2~ in MgCl~2~ solutions as a function of temperature and (b) solubility *S* of CO~2~ in aqueous salt solution normalized to the solubility of CO~2~ in water without salt *S*~0~ at *T* = 286 K and *p* = 6 MPa.](jp-2018-110406_0005){#fig5}

The effective mole fraction seems to correlate with the solubility rather well, although a linear correlation would underestimate the solubility of carbon dioxide in KCl solution and overestimate the one in MgCl~2~ solution.

This can be explained by the fact that the effective mole fraction takes the charge of the ions into account but not their size. As potassium and sodium are both monovalent and K^+^ is bigger than Na^+^, the electric field of sodium ions is stronger than that of potassium. Therefore, more water molecules are attracted to the sodium ion than to the potassium ion, leading to more water molecules in the hydration shell and less water molecules available for the dissolution of carbon dioxide. This causes a higher solubility of carbon dioxide in aqueous KCl solutions compared to NaCl solutions, with the same effective mole fraction of salt and accordingly a greater solubility in CaCl~2~ solutions than in MgCl~2~ solutions.

Evaluation of the Amount of Hydrate Formed and the Kinetics of Hydrate Formation {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the molar fraction of the solid hydrate formed, we used the method presented elsewhere,^[@ref13]^ and only a short description is given here. In the previous work, we used a ratio of scattering cross-sections of ice and hydrate from Slusher and Derr^[@ref31]^ for the calculations. In the meantime, new values for the scattering cross-sections were published by Plakhotnik and Reichardt;^[@ref32]^ nevertheless, in this work presented, we used the same values as for the previous paper.

The basic idea is that a hydrate gel forms in the cell, meaning a solid hydrate phase with liquid water occlusions inside. Therefore, the Raman signal from that gel is a superposition of the Raman signals of liquid water and solid hydrates. As their respective OH-stretching vibrations differ considerably, it is possible to decompose the signal from the hydrate gel in its contributions, attributable to the solid hydrate and to the liquid water. The spectra can be seen in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a.

![(a) Raman spectra of the OH-stretching vibration of water from the liquid water-rich phase, the hydrate gel, and the pure hydrate phase and (b) evolution of the molar fraction of the hydrate during formation with the best fit.](jp-2018-110406_0006){#fig6}

Mathematically expressed, it results in

The spectrum of the hydrate gel *I*~G~^0^(ν̅) is a linear combination of the spectrum of liquid water *I*~L~^0^(ν̅) times the molar fraction of liquid water *x*~L~ and the spectrum of the solid hydrate *I*~H~^0^(ν̅) multiplied with the molar fraction of the solid hydrate *x*~H~. In this connotation, the superscript 0 indicates the area-normalized spectra. This relation is evaluated for the Raman shifts ν̅ of the OH-stretching from 2800 to 3800 cm^--1^, and *x*~H~ and *x*~L~ have to sum up to one.

Because of the continuous acquisition of Raman spectra, the evolution of the molar fraction of the solid hydrate formed *x*~H~ can be extracted, as can be seen in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b.

Several models for the growth of gas hydrates have been proposed in the literature, considering different aspects of the three major correlations for hydrate growth: intrinsic growth kinetics, mass transfer limitation, and heat transfer limitation.^[@ref33]^ Strong agitation of the system can overcome mass transfer limitation.^[@ref8],[@ref34]^ For a relatively small reactor with sufficient cooling, the heat transfer limitation does not affect the growth kinetics significantly.^[@ref8]^ Therefore, the gas hydrate growth can be expressed as a first-order reaction. Other authors correlated the pressure of the system^[@ref8],[@ref34]^ or the concentration of CO~2~^[@ref35]^ with the growth kinetics. As our experiments give direct information about the molar fraction of hydrate *x*~H~ with time *t*, we can writewith the maximum molar fraction at the end of growth *x*~H,max~ and the reaction constant *r*.

Integrating [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields

This model is also very similar to the widely used Avrami equation,^[@ref36]−[@ref38]^ for the case that the Avrami constant, which is an indication for the dimensionality of the hydrate growth, is one.

[Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a shows the growth constant *r* fitted to [eq [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the maximal molar fraction of the solid hydrate formed *x*~H,max~ ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b) for different effective mole fractions of the dissolved salt.

![(a) Growth constant *r* and (b) molar fraction of the solid hydrate contained in the hydrate gel for different effective mole fractions of the dissolved salt.](jp-2018-110406_0007){#fig7}

The growth constant *r* shows no significant change with increasing effective mole fraction. The literature regarding this differs significantly. Abay et al.^[@ref10]^ report that the growth kinetics of sII gas hydrates are dependent on the hydrate formed and not on the additives. This is in accordance with other authors who found the growth rate not to be or only slightly influenced by the addition of salt.^[@ref11],[@ref39]^ On the contrary, different works state that the growth rate is lessened by the addition of sodium chloride.^[@ref8],[@ref35]^ According to the hydrate growth model of Englezos et al.,^[@ref40]^ the hydrate growth is described analogously to crystal growth and consists of the following two steps: diffusion of the gas molecules to a hydrate particle, followed by an adsorption reaction in which the gas molecule is incorporated in the crystal. This means diffusion limitation and reaction limitation contribute to the growth constant *r*. Dissolved salts alter the diffusion coefficient of carbon dioxide in brines.^[@ref41]^ As we assume that strong agitations overcome mass transfer limitations, changes in the diffusion coefficient should not affect the growth constant calculated here. Usually, the growth constant shows a dependence on the temperature,^[@ref40],[@ref42]−[@ref44]^ although the alteration of the growth constant reported in the literature ranges from 15 to 60% for a temperature variation of 2--3 K. As the experiments in this study were performed within a temperature range of 6 K, the value of *r* would be expected to vary. As it is not sure how much *r* should vary, it is also possible that due to the rather large error bars, this trend is not detectable.

All presented measurements were performed in an agitated system, though without a study of the effect of the stirring rate on the formation kinetics.

In [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, *x*~H,max~ is always smaller than 0.2, when according to [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, the evolution of *x*~H~ stagnates. Therefore, self-inhibition could explain the stagnation and not the complete conversion of water into hydrates. When a hydrate phase forms, the salt ions do not participate in the cage structure. Therefore, the salinity of the remaining liquid water-rich phase rises, resulting in a shift of the equilibrium conditions. We calculated the shifts in the formation temperature induced by the formation of a hydrate phase using the determined values of the maximum amount of hydrate formed *x*~H,max~ and the correlation from Hu et al. for the calculation of the hydrate equilibrium temperatures. The highest shift in the equilibrium temperature is 3 K. As the subcooling of 9--9.5 K exceeds that value, it is unlikely that self-inhibition is the reason for the stagnation of hydrate formation. We speculate that the growth phase can be divided into two phases: The first one is reaction limited, and mass transfer limitations can be neglected as a lot of CO~2~ molecules are dissolved in the liquid water-rich phase, and the sample is stirred vigorously. By the time a hydrate phase forms and grows throughout the sample, the stirrer is blocked and stops to rotate. Then, the second diffusion limited phase starts. Carbon dioxide has to diffuse through the hydrate slurry phase that is not stirred. This happens probably in time scales we did not examine. Therefore, we observed the stagnation of hydrate formation after 30 min in our experiments.

*x*~H,max~ shows a linear decline with the effective mole fraction of the dissolved salt. This is in agreement with previous works, in which the maximum gas uptake decreased with increasing salt concentration^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ or was lower in comparison to pure water^[@ref11],[@ref39],[@ref45]^ but without significant dependence on the mass fraction of the salt.

The diminution of *x*~H,max~ is a direct result of the weakened hydrogen-bonded network and the decreased solubility of CO~2~. As the interaction of water molecules between one another is disturbed by the presence of ions, it is more difficult to establish a hydrogen-bonded hydrate cage around CO~2~ molecules. Additionally, less carbon dioxide molecules are available in solution for hydrate formation, leading to more water occlusions in the hydrate gel.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

We presented an experimental Raman study on the parameters that lead to the inhibiting effect of thermodynamic inhibitors. It was shown that the disturbance of the hydrogen-bonded network characterized by the standard reaction enthalpy Δ~R~*h*^0^ correlates directly with the effective mole fraction of salt in solution. We showed that the decomposition of the OH-stretching into five Gaussian peaks and bisecting at the isosbestic point yields different absolute values of standard reaction enthalpy Δ~R~*h*^0^, but the percental diminution is approximately the same. Therefore, both methods are suitable to qualitatively describe the effect of thermodynamic inhibitors on the water-rich phase before the onset of hydrate formation. Additionally, the solubility of CO~2~ in the aqueous solutions investigated was analyzed. The diminution of the solubility could also be correlated with the effective mole fraction, but a parameter that considers the size of the ions would be more suitable for a correlation.

Second, the effect of different thermodynamic inhibitors on the growth kinetics of CO~2~ gas hydrates was examined. The reaction rate was not influenced by the presence of salts, whereas the maximum molar fraction of the solid hydrate formed decreased with increasing salt concentration.
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